September 10, 2013
This communication is designed to provide you with quick snapshots and timely perspective on
recent regulatory developments.

Regulatory Activity: Risk Management Focus within
the Financial Services Industry
After experiencing the shock from the economic crisis of
2008, and the shaken confidence in the capital markets, a
spotlight has been focused on restoring confidence in our
financial institutions through the structured and disciplined
management of the critical risks within the financial
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industry. This increased interest is reflected in recent
regulatory discussions held by the Federal Reserve wherein
they have expressed their support for the proactive
management of risk within the financial industry.
Additionally, the market's exposure to risk and performance
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volatility has resulted in new regulations such as Dodd
Frank Act, Basel III, as well as a continued push for
increased reserve requirements and enhanced regulatory
supervision. With the increased capital, liquidity and
leverage expectations, these regulations have significantly
increased expectations for management oversight of their
risk management processes. Additional examples of focus
on Risk Management have been as follows:

Market oversight has increased with the creation of the Financial Stability Oversight
Council, which includes the chairmen of the nine Federal Reserve Boards, the SEC, the
FDIC, and the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection.
Corporate oversight and supervision has increased with the requirement of a Board level
risk committee, its documentation and staffing guidelines to include the requirement of a
risk expert and independence on the Board of Directors.
Additionally, there is an increased demand to review risk exposure and performance data –
a requirement that directly impacts the organization's ability to systematically identify,

monitor, and report on its risk as well as the ability of management to identify and define
those risks.
Finally, the changes in the U.S. financial market are altering risk-taking on the trading floor
and oversight expectations in the boardroom. Indicative of the shift is the expanded focus
on risk management for all publicly traded companies. Specifically, rule (33-9089) issued
by The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) compels the majority of public
companies to identify and analyze risk across the organization as well as disclose riskrelated governance and compensation practices and policies. Furthermore, in an earlier
precedent, Standard & Poor's (S&P) 2008 criteria for ratings analysis included an
evaluation of Risk Management practices.
The expectations of financial institutions have led to the realization that there is a significant gap
between the prevailing risk management practices and the expected state of proactively
management of risks within approved tolerances and business opportunities. Accordingly, in order
to meet shareholder expectations and the expanding regulatory environment, financial institutions
are leading the way in strategic initiatives to upgrade their risk management practices.
ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT (ERM): A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO RISK
MANAGEMENT
The adoption or enhancement of a strategic top down approach for risk management naturally
focuses on the discipline widely known (but less widely understood) as Enterprise Risk
Management ("ERM"). As a structured discipline, ERM provides a means for the Board of Directors
and Senior Management to align its strategy, risk tolerances, processes, authority, and business
alternatives for the purpose of evaluating and managing the uncertainties in the business. A wellstructured ERM framework that is both practical and efficient reduces the likelihood of future
losses and stabilizing potential gains. As a result, ERM can be the basis for stabilizing and
sustaining stakeholder confidence in the financial industry.
The OCC continues to place significant emphasis on ERM. The Comptroller of the Currency,
Thomas Curry, in a speech earlier this year before the Independent Community Bankers of
America at their National Convention stated that "ERM is a process that can help you manage
those risks in a comprehensive and integrated manner." Comptroller Curry went on to say "stated
simply, enterprise risk management is an integrated approach to identifying, assessing,
managing, and monitoring risk in a way that maximizes business success. It starts at the top,
with Board and senior management making decisions about the institution's business model and
its appetite for risk, but it can't be successful unless those policies filter through the bank's
culture." The Comptroller has made remarks on ERM in past speeches as well, so we can see that
this is an expectation for how banks will be conducting business going forward.
HOW TO APPROACH ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
Considering the speed of economic decline in 2008 based largely upon core lack of knowledge and
understanding of the underlying risks within the financial institutions operations, it is natural that
management and industry regulators would increase their efforts to effectively manage risk and
therefore increase control and decrease future volatility. Although the concept of controlling
volatility has been an objective for ERM, the stakeholder and regulatory attention has brought
about an increased focus on ERM, a flexible and systematic approach that can reduce losses and
enhance performance.
The improvement of ERM is a regulatory consideration and brings attention to executive
management's tolerance for risk in the business, while not weighing down the business's ability to
efficiently conduct daily operations. Therefore, organizations must have a practical framework

that can manage the business in accordance with the Board of Director's risk appetite and
tolerances. This effort requires the development of a program that is based on a well-defined
governance, common understanding, and process for managing the key risks to the business.
Further, as with any internal business monitory and evaluation activity, it requires transparency.
This is vital to ERM as a clear delineation of governance and definition of existing risk as well as
its willingness to engage in risks in new business endeavors. Since these components are unique
to each organization, there is no "one size fits all" for ERM, and it must leverage existing
management practices and develop a phase-in approach that allows for flexibility, cost control,
and a practical level of complexity and sophistication. With that said, all ERM programs require
the following components:

Although most financial institutions have varying levels of risk management programs, many may
find that the new compliance requirements will require the enhancement of existing processes.
Further, it's important to mention that as with any critical management practice, relevance
requires evaluation and growth that is consistent with existing organizational processes and
culture. ERM's natural progress toward maturity starts with management awareness of current
practices and identification of the risk impacting the business proceeding through delineation of
how it is discussed, evaluated, and managed, to a point where risk management becomes a
competitive advantage to the organization.
Moving along these stages of development requires a systematic approach. Our experience has
shown that a successful implementation has several common elements:
Establish the risk appetite and share it with all management levels so that the company
clearly understands the business practices the Board is willing to pursue.
For each risk, assign a risk owner at the senior level to ensure overall focus and
coordination of risk mitigation throughout the organization. Build a network of risk owners
throughout the organization to maximize the mitigation of risks on a daily basis.
Leverage existing performance metrics for establishing risk tolerance. Don't think you have
to recreate the wheel!
Perform risk assessments and establish risk metrics throughout the company – functional
departments, product launches, strategic initiatives, etc. Start tracking the key risks and
performance against expectations.
Work hard to monitor external risks that are beyond your direct control – monitoring
trends and having risk tolerances for external risks will go a long way to avoiding the next
"unexpected" downturn.

WHAT STEPS YOU CAN TAKE TO ASSESS YOUR RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS?
An organization that is analyzing their risk management processes will need to clearly align
regulatory requirements with their current policies and procedures to determine the organization's
ERM level of maturity. This effort will require several programmatic steps to ensure that the
investment in time and resources yields the appropriate results. Primarily, it will require a tailored
approach specifically focused on the organization's needs and stage of development. Therefore,
when considering how to react to this increased movement in the industry, financial institutions
should:
Determine how sophisticated or well developed their current systems are including their
governance structure.
Determine if they have the appropriate process in place to collect, report, and evaluate
risk-based information quickly and accurately.
Find out if their risk framework is integrated with business operations in such a way as to
provide a complete picture of current and future risks to the enterprise.
In order to answer these questions, it's recommended that organizations perform a
comprehensive diagnostic of their existing risk management practices. This effort will identify,
inventory, and evaluate the existing risk management practices against best practices in the
market. Most importantly, it will establish the road map to fill in the gaps to improve the
governance structure, risk tolerances, and the risk reporting / monitoring program that is
imperative in order to navigate the dynamic and ever changing risks businesses face, as well as
address the expanding regulatory requirements.

